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A Consumer’s Guide to
Regional Economic Multipliers

ROPONENTS of major construction projects,
such as a stadium) airport or convention center,
point to their potentially large and widespread
benefits. Since these projects are costly and may
require public funds, estimates of their economic
benefits are used by the community to assess
their desirability. Similarly, the closing of a ma-
jor manufacturing facility—or a large cutback in
its production—is of interest throughout the
community because of its anticipated adverse
consequences. In a hypothetical, but realistic,
example discussed later in this paper, a $50
million decline in aircraft sales by a St. Louis
manufacturer is estimated to cause a $132 mil-
lion reduction in output in the St. Louis economy
and the elimination of 1,130 jobs. Upon hearing
such a prediction, some basic questions come to
mind. Where do numbers such as these come
from? How accurate are they likely to be?

Often, such numbers are obtained using “re-
gional economic multipliers,” which is a stan-
dard way to identify the potential effects of a
major change in a region’s economy. These mea-
sures estimate the changes in output, income
and employment resulting from an initial change
in spending. In this article, we provide an

‘See Miller and Blair (1985) for a technical discussion of
input-output models.

elementary discussion of regional multipliers
and explain why they should be viewed with
both caution and skepticism.

Our consumer’s guide begins by discussing the
basics of an input-output model; such a model
identifies the relationships among different sec-
tors in an economy and, thus, is used to calcu-
late regional multipliers. We then describe dif-
ferent kinds of regional multipliers and discuss
their major shortcomings.

A NON-MATHEMATICAL LOOK AT
MATHEMATICAL INPUT-OUTPUT
MODELS

An input-output model is a mathematical de-
scription of how all sectors of an economy are
related. In lieu of a technical discussion of this
topic, we describe the structure of input-output
models using two approaches.’ In the text, we
present an intuitive discussion; in the appendix,
the discussion has more detail, but remains ac-
cessible to readers comfortable with elementary
algebra.
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ln constructing an input-output model, one
begins by separating economic activity in a region
(any geographic area, such as a country, state
or metropolis) into a number of producing sec-
tors. ‘rhese sectors may be highly aggregated—
for example, manufacturing, services, mining
and construction—or fairly disaggregated—auto-
mobile production, hospitals, coal mining and
new office construction. The value of products
flowing from each sector as a producer to each
sector as a purchaser provides the essential in-
formation for a model. A model with steel and
automobile sectors, for example, would include
the dollar value of the steel produced in the
region that is sold to regional auto manufac-
turers, as well as the dollar value of the auto-
mobiles produced in the region that are sold to
the region’s steel industry.

An industry’s demand for inputs from other
industries is related closely to its own level of

output. For example, the automobile industry’s
demand for steel is related closely to the number
of automobiles produced. Thus, steel sales are
related to automobile production. Indeed, input-
output models assume that, for each industry in
the region, there is a constant relationship be-
tween the value of its output and the value of
inputs it purchases from all other industries in
the region. Suppose that the value of automobile
production in a given year is $1 million and the
auto industry purchased $200,000 of steel. If
automobile production were to double to $2
million, the input-output model then assumes
that the auto industry’s steel purchases would
double as well, in this case, to $400,000.

In contrast, these models make no explicit
assumption about the relationship between the
value of the output and purchases of inputs of
groups other than the region’s industrial firms.
The demand of these external units is referred
to as final demand because the outputs are leav-
ing the region’s processing sectors. Final de-
mand includes purchases by government, pur-
chases by households and firms from other
regions and, in some cases, purchases by
households in the specific region under con-
sideration. Thus, the value of total output of
each industry in the region is divided into that
which is used in the production of other goods

in the same region (called interindustry sales)
and that which is purchased by final
demanders.

An input-output model, however, goes beyond
describing the flows of goods and services be-
tween sectors and to final demand. It also allows
the user to determine the values for the gross
output of each industry necessary to meet these
final demands. This information allows the
calculation of regional multipliers.

REGIONAL MULTIPLIERS

One primary use for an input-output model is
the estimation of the total effect on an economy
of changes in the components of final demand
for the goods and services produced within the
region. The term “impact analysis” is used to
characterize such a study, particularly when the
change is due to a single event that occurs
within a relatively short period of time.

A change in final demand, like a change in
federal government demand for aircraft, sets a
tegion’s economy in motion, as productive sec-
tors buy and sell goods and services from one
another. These relationships cause the total ef-
fect to exceed its initial change in final demand.
The ratio of the total economic effect on a re-
gional economy to the initial change is called a
regional multiplier.z The total effect is measured
in terms of output, income or employment giving
rise to output, income and employment multi-
pliers.

An output multiplier of 1.66, for example, in-
dicates that, if a firm’s sales in one region to
buyers in another region increase by $100 mil-
lion, total sales throughout the region are ex-
pected ultimately to increase by $166 million.
The additional $66 million in regional economic
activity is generated because the $100 million
change in spending, by affecting production, in-
come and employment in the region, stimulates
additional changes in spending that cause fur-
ther changes in production, income and employ-
ment in the region.

Suppose the initial change in spending in a re-
gional economy occurs as an apparel manufac-
turer receives payment for sales to a wholesaler

I

2The regional multiplier is analogous to the standard
Keynesian multiplier used in macroeconomics: an initial in-
crease in demand leads to an even greater expansion of
regional income, as the income received from this demand

is spent, creating income for others who spend and create
additional income for still others. This process of respen-
ding comes to an end when the demand increase is offset
by “leakages” through saving, taxation and imports.
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Figure 1
The Mulfiplier Process

in another region. As figure 1 shows, for every
such dollar of spending that enters this hypo-
thetical region (column a), 40 cents is respent
within the region (column b). In our example,
this respending includes payments to other
firms within the region for inputs such as cloth,
buttons and electricity and for services such as
legal and janitorial services.

The remaining 60 cents of the initial dollar is
considered a “leakage”, as it is spent outside of
the regional economy. Leakages include pay-
ments for inputs the manufacturer buys from
other regions, tax payments to all levels of
government and dividends distributed to stock-
holders in other regions. In the second round of
respending (column c), 16 cents of the 40 cents
is respent within the region, while the remain-
ing 24 cents is leakage. One example of local
respending would be purchases of regionally

~Agiven sector’s multiplier is smaller for a region than for
the nation of which it is a part. This reflects the greater in-
terindustry linkages at the national level. A region’s
multiplier for a specific sector tends to be smaller

produced goods by the suppliers of the apparel
manufacturer using the payments they receive
from the apparel manufacturer.

This process continues until any additional
spending within the region is inconsequential.
The change in total business activity can be
calculated by adding the initial dollar to the
total respending within the region. In our exam-
ple, this would total $1.66 ($1 + $0.40 + $0.16

+ $0.06 + $0.03 + SOUl). Thus, the apparel
sector’s multiplier indicates that $1.66 of total
business activity is generated for each dollar of
additional external sales by the region’s pro-
ducers.~Conversely, for each dollar reduction in
final demand, total regional business activity is
expected to decline by $1.66.

Input-output models enable researchers to
calculate multipliers for various sectors of the
economy. Each sector has a unique multiplier
because each has a different pattern of pur-
chases from firms in and outside the region.

Open and Closed Models

In practice, the value of multipliers depends
on whether households are considered part of
the interrelated processing sectors or a compo-
nent of final demand outside the regional econo-
my. The separation of households from process-
ing sectors is arbitrary; households as con-
sumers and workers are enmeshed with the in-
dustrial sectors. Households earn their incomes
by providing their labor services and spend
their incomes as consumers. Naturally, the
amount that consumers spend is a function of
their incomes, which depend on the receipts of
the sectors.

If an input-output model classifies households
as part of final demand rather than part of the
region’s productive economy, then income re-
ceived by households is considered a leakage,
and household respending does not contribute
to the multiplier effect. If households are in-
cluded in the interrelated processing sectors,
the spending of income received by households
within the region adds to the total effect. Thus,
multipliers derived from so-called “closed mod-
els,” in which regional households are included,
are larger than those derived from “open mod-

because, relative to the nation, a region tends to purchase
a higher proportion of its inputs from other regions. In
other words, leakages are greater.
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els,” which treat households as part of final
demand.4

Output Multipliers

An output multiplier for a given sector is the
total value of sales by all sectors of the regional
economy necessary to satisfy a dollar’s worth of
final demand for that sector’s output. An impor-
tant point is that this value of total business ac-
tivity is larger than the market value of current-
ly produced goods and services because some of
the respending in input-output models is for the
purchase of intermediate goods and services.
The value of these inputs are counted again
when the final goods they are used to produce
are sold. Thus, Stevens and Lahr (1988) con-
clude that output multipliers are almost always
misleading because of this double-counting.

A hypothetical example may clarify how’ out-
put multipliers are used. Table 1 presents multi-
pliers for the St. Louis Metropohtan Statistical
Area (MSA) derived from one frequently used
input-output system, the Regional Input-Output
Modeling System (RIMS II) developed by the U.S.
Department of Commerce.5 Suppose the federal
government cuts orders for military fighter jets
produced in the St. Louis area by $50 million.
To estimate the total output effect, the $50 mil-
lion reduction of sales is multiplied by the total
output multiplier for aircraft, 2.64, resulting in
a total change of —$132 million.” Thus, total
output in the St. Louis MSA would be expected
to fall by $132 million because of the initial re-
duction in aircraft production.

‘this total multiplier effect is the sum of the
output effects on each of the sectors of the St.
Louis economy. Not surprisingly, the transporta-
tion equipment (except motor vehicles) industry,
which includes aircraft production, is affected
the most. For every dollar change in final de-
mand for aircraft, output of the transportation
equipment industry changes in the same direc-
tion by $1.09. As table I shows, the effects go

beyond this industry. For example, for every
dollar change in final demand for aircraft, out-
put of the real estate sector changes by $0.09
and the output of the retail trade sector changes
by $0.07.

The output multiplier for households (industry
39) indicates a $0.62 change in household earn-
ings resulting from every dollar change in final
demand for aircraft. The household earnings ef-
fect reflects the sum of earnings paid to house-
holds employed in the other 38 industries listed
in the table. In other words, some portion of
the $1.09 multiplier effect listed for transporta-
tion equipment is distributed as payments to
households. A similar statement can be made
about the other industries. An estimate of exact-
ly how much is distributed to households is
listed in the column for the earnings multiplier,
which is related closely to the income multiplier
discussed in the next section.

Income Multipliers

Income multipliers translate the effects of
changes in final demand into changes in house-
hold income. Two kinds of income multipliers
can be constructed: those that indicate regional
income changes associated with an initial change
in output and those that indicate income
changes associated with an initial change in
income!

The first approach converts an initial $1 final-
demand change into the total change in income.
This conversion is straightforward. The $1 final-
demand change in a specific sector causes
changes in that sector and all other related sec-
tors. These final-demand changes lead to
changes in household income in each of these
sectors. Summing the household income changes
over all sectors yields the total change in house-
hold income. The income multiplier is simply
the ratio of the total change in household in-
come to the $1 change in final demand.

4Multipliers derived from open models are referred to as
Type I or simple multipliers, while those derived from clos-
ed models are called Type II or total multipliers. The same
distinction applies to income and employment multipliers.
In addition to households, other sectors can be shifted
from final demand to the region’s productive sectors. Bour-
que (1969), for example, creates multipliers for the
Washington economy that account for the induced effects
of state and local government spending.

5See U.S. Department of Commerce (1986) for a descrip-
tion of RIMS II. The St. Louis MSA includes the City of St.

Louis and Franklin, Jefferson, St. Charles and St. Louis
counties in Missouri as well as Clinton, Jersey, Madison,
Monroe and St. Chair counties in Illinois.

“Prof. Fredrick Raines of Washington University provided
valuable assistance on the use of the RIMS II model for
this example.

income multipliers can also be distinguished on the basis
of whether households are considered part of the inter-
related processing sectors or a component of final
demand,
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The second approach uses a different denomi-
nator in the calculation of the income multiplier.
A $1 change in final demand for a specific sec-
tor’s output initially becomes a $1 change in
output by that sector. In the first approach, this
dollar’s worth of output is used as the
denominator in the income multiplier. The se-
cond approach replaces the denominator with
the initial additional income received by
workers in the sector. The resulting multiplier
indicates the total change in income resulting
from the initial change in income.

Although the RIMS II model does not provide
income multipliers, it does furnish closely related
earnings multipliers that can be applied to the
current example. (Income generally includes
transfer payments, dividends, interest and rent
in addition to earnings.) Table 1 shows that the
earnings multiplier for aircraft manufacturing is
0.6231, indicating that for each $1 change
in output from the aircraft industry in St. Louis,
earnings throughout St. Louis will change by
approximately $0.62, other things equal. Ap-
proximately $0.35 of this change occurs in the
transportation equipment (except motor vehicles)
industry. Multiplying the hypothesized $50 mil-
lion reduction by 0.623 yields an estimated
decline in regional earnings of $31.15 million.

Employment Multipliers

In many cases, citizens are as interested in
employment as in output or income, that is, the
number of regional jobs a particular economic
change is expected to generate or eliminate. If
the relationship between the value of a sector’s
output and its employment level can be esti-
mated, then employment multipliers can be
calculated.

As with the discussion of income multipliers,
there are employment multipliers that translate
initial output changes into regional employment
changes and, using a different approach, employ-
ment multipliers that translate initial employ-
ment changes into regional employment changes.

As Stevens and Lahr (1988) note, most employ-
ment multipliers are estimated in terms of jobs
rather than “full-time equivalent” employees.
Unfortunately, the relationship between jobs
and full-time equivalent employees is not the
same, either across economic sectors or across

regions for the same sector. Thus, not only are
all comparisons of employment multipliers sus-
pect, but employment multipliers do not identify
the mix of full- and part-time workers.

Returning to our example, if the employment
multiplier for St. Louis’ aircraft sector of 22.6
jobs per $1 million of final sales, shown in table
1, is applied to the $50 million reduction in air-
craft sales, the estimated regional employment
effect will be a loss of 1,130 jobs.8 In addition to
the reduction of employment in the transporta-
tion equipment (except motor vehicles) industry
of 450 (9 times 50), there are noteworthy em-
ployment effects in retail trade (120 jobs) and
restaurant services (85 jobs).

To summarize, the estimated effects of the
hypothetical $50 million spending cut for air-
craft would be: total spending (output) declines
by $132 million; earnings, by $31.15 million;
and employment, by 1,130 jobs. From a dif-
ferent perspective, these results suggest that,
for each job lost, regional earnings will fall by
$27,566 and total spending by $116,814. While
the earnings per job figure seems reasonable,
the spending decline of $116,814 per job is of
little practical value because this figure is not
the loss in actual output per worker. The
region’s output will fall by substantially less
than total sales losses.

HOW ACCURATE ARE REGIONAL
MULTIPLIERS? MORE REASONS
TO BE CAUTIOUS

The widespread use of input-output multipliers
in regional impact analysis suggests that many
economists, government officials, firms and
others have found them useful. Yet, multiplier
analysis has important limitations stemming from
both the theoretical basis of input-output
models and measurement problems. A few of
these problems have already been identified;
more are discussed below. An awareness of
these limitations is necessary to accurately inter-
pret such multipliers.

Transitory Effects

Multipliers estimate short-term economic
changes; they do not take into account a regional
economy’s long-term adjustments. Thus, many

8To be consistent with the St. Louis RIMS II model, the $50
million reduction is measured in 1987 dollars.



of the economic effects identified by multipliers
are likely transitory. For example, while a reduc-
tion in federal government purchases of aircraft
will cause a reduction in regional employment,
at least some of this reduction will be tempo-
rary as workers whose jobs were eliminated
find new jobs in the region.” Thus, multipliers
may overstate the loss of jobs, if one looks
beyond the immediate effects.b0

Recent research by Taylor (1990) stresses this
transitory effect. Taylor estimates that all 50
states would experience at least a small reduc-
tion in employment in the short run if real fed-
eral defense spending was cut by 10 percent. In
all but 17 states, however, these losses would
be more than offset by the creation of new
jobs.”

Supply Constraints

The input coefficients measuring the interin-
dustry flows between sectors are “fixed” in
input-output models; in other words, at any
level of output, an industry’s relative pattern of
purchases from other sectors is unchanged.
When the initial change considered is an in-
crease, this assumption requires that excess pro-
ductive capacity exists in regions in which in-
puts are purchased. In addition, a sufficient
surplus of labor with adequate skills is also
assumed to be available at unchanged wages.’2

If these assumptions are invalid, producers
will have to alter their purchasing patterns to
increase production. For example, suppose a
region’s auto assembly plant plans to increase
its production and sales to other regions by 50
percent. If the plant’s suppliers within the
region were operating at, or near, full capacity,
the assembly plant would have to buy a larger
proportion of its inputs from firms outside the

region, at least until local suppliers could ex-
pand their production. In this case, the input
coefficients expressing the flows from each
regional industry to the assembly plant would
overstate the true short-run relationship, and
multipliers derived from the model would also
be too large. If the supply of unemployed, ade-
quately skilled workers were insufficient, the
assembly plant might substitute capital for labor
in its production or hire workers from other
firms in the region.” In this case, estimated im-
pacts based on earlier multiplier relationships
could overstate the actual consequences.

Of course, the magnitude of this problem
varies from case to case. It is more severe when
considering a substantial increase in output,
especially in a small nonmetropolitan region; it
is less important when analyzing larger, more
complex economies. Supply constraints in most
industries also are a bigger problem closer to
business cycle peaks than during recessions.

Ignoring Interregional Feedbacks

Multipliers exist because the expansion of one
sector’s production causes the region’s other
sectors to expand as well; this, in turn, may in-
duce further expansion in the first sector.
These feedback effects operate not only bet-
ween related sectors within a region, but also
between the economies of individual regions.
Suppose, for example, as a Missouri aircraft
plant expands, it purchases tires produced in
Tennessee. This could cause the tire plant to
buy more industrial chemicals from Missouri
firms. In addition, some of the increased income
that Tennessee tire plant workers receive might
be spent purchasing consumer goods and ser-
vices produced in Missouri. Thus, the interrela-
tions of the two state economies would cause a
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“Not all displaced workers, of course, will find lobs within
the region, even in the hong run. The loss of such workers
who leave for jobs in other regions will tend to retard the
region’s growth. Yet, such restructuring ultimately
enhances the nation’s economic performance, by
redistributing labor resources to the industries and regions
where they are most needed.

‘°Someof the problems inherent in input-output models, in-
cluding the measurement of long-run impacts and changes
in multipliers over time, are addressed by linking input-
output models to econometric models. Such models,
however, are available for few regions. See Conway (1990)
and Israilevich and Mahidhara (1990).

“Taylor (1990) uses a U.S. input-output model to estimate
the effects of the defense spending cuts on each of the
nation’s industries. A state’s short-run employment effects

were estimated by allocating each U.S. industry’s loss to a
state based on its industrial composition. A state’s hong-
run reabsorption of labor was based on the assumption
that its employment continued to grow at the historical
rate.

‘2The fixed relationship implies that additional material and
labor inputs are available at existing prices and wage
rates, respectively. That is, the increase in the quantity
demanded would not bid up input prices and wages.
Otherwise, an increase in production and employment in
one sector may result in an employment decrease in
another sector, and the multiplier will overstate the actual
effect.

“This suggests another use of multiplier analysis:
evaluating the feasibility of an expansion in light of ex-
isting regional labor pools.

a



larger multiplier effect on the Missouri economy
than if the interregional effects were ignored.

Although they are not included in multipliers
calculated from single-region models, these in-
terregional feedbacks are captured by multipliers
derived from interregional and multiregional
input-output models.” Such models are rarely
developed, however, because of their extensive
data requirements.’”

How important is this omission for single-
region models? While the importance varies from
region to region, evidence suggests that ignoring
such feedback effects does not substantially af-
fect aggregate multiplier values.’” For individual
industries, however, interregional feedbacks
could be quite important.

Do Multipliers Change Over Time?

The multipliers used in impact studies are
often generated using data based on transac-
tions for a period that occurred five or more
years earlier. In many cases, a full survey to
develop new input-output coefficients is costly,
so existing models, often several years old, are
used. Even if a new survey is conducted, it may
take several years to complete the input-output
table. If the structural relationships indicated by
a regional input-output model change signifi-
cantly over these years, the reliability of impact
analyses using the older model is diminished.’7

There are several reasons why input-output
relationships change considerably over time.
First, technological changes and inventions of new
products alter manufacturers’ input purchasing
patterns. Partly because of technological changes,
for example, auto manufacturers purchase more
plastic and robots and less steel and labor per
unit of output than they did 10 years ago.

Second, if producers in a sector have signifi-
cantly expanded their output since the input-
output table was constructed, the assumed fixed

relationship between the ratio of the value of
input to output for each input will no longer
hold, For example, the costs of inputs that are
relatively insensitive to output levels, say, pur-
chases of accounting services, could be spread
over additional units of output as expansion oc-
curs, lowering some input coefficients.

Furthermore, relative price changes across
commodities induce substitution of the relatively
cheaper inputs for the more costly ones. If oil
prices rose relative to coal prices, for example,
some manufacturers might purchase more coal
and less oil. Finally, changes in interregional or
international trade patterns—perhaps due to
changes in transportation costs or exchange
rates—could substantially alter patterns of trade
and, thus, multiplier values.

If obsolete values are used as input-output
coefficients, the multiplier values and impact
estimates derived from them will be inaccurate.
Conway (1977) provided some insights into the
importance of changing multiplier values by ex-
amining three survey-based input-output models
for the state of Washington. He found that, on
average, simple output multipliers changed by
approximately 5 percent in each of the 1963-67,
1967-72 and 1963-72 periods. Output multipliers
for individual sectors changed by as much as
17.7 percent in the 1963-72 period. The change
in total income multipliers was somewhat great-
er than the change in output multipliers; on
average, they changed by roughly 10 percent
in the three periods. One sector’s income
multiplier fell by 33.3 percent between 1963
and 1972, while another’s rose by 14.1 percent.

Although these results are based on only one
region, they suggest that the use of multipliers
based on an older model may be misleading,
especially given the dramatic changes that have
influenced the way goods and services have
been produced in recent decades. These
changes include substantial fluctuations in oil

“Examples include the nine-region interregional model of
Japan (Japanese Government, 1974), the three-region
Dutch interregional model (Oosterhaven 1981) and Polen-
ske’s (1980) muhtiregionab model of the 50 U.S. states and
District of Columbia.

“Multipliers, as shown by Stevens and Lahr (1988), can
also be derived from economic base models. Such models
generally divide regional economic activity into two
sectors—production for export and production for local
use—rather than the many sectors found in input-output
models. This extreme aggregation is the source of one of
several limitations of economic base multipliers. See
Richardson (1985) for a critical review of these multipliers.

16MiIler and Blair (1985), pp. 127-28, found that the average
error when interregional feedbacks were ignored (averaged
over all sectors in all regions) was less than 3 percent in
five models, 7 percent in one model and 14.4 percent in
another. Also see Guccione, et ah. (1988).

‘~Arelated problem arises if one attempts to use input-
output models for long-run regional forecasting. Such
cases require so-called dynamic input-output models as
described in Miller and Blair (1985). pp. 340-51, or com-
bination econometric-input-output models such as the one
described by Conway (1990).
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prices, widespread technological innovation, in-
creased use of services in production processes
and heightened foreign trade.

Nobel Prize winner Wassily Leontief has raised
serious doubts about the accuracy of models
based on the federal government’s input-output
table of the U.S. economy.’” The frequently used
RIMS II model, for example, was derived from
the 1977 U.S. input-output table, so the underly-
ing structural relationships have had more than
a decade to change. For the same reason, Leon-
tief suggests that, when the 1982 benchmark
U.S. input-output table becomes available in ear-
ly 1991, it will be of only historical interest.

The Construction of Regional
Input-Output Tables

Stevens and Lahr (1990) stress an even more
fundamental problem: the lack of information
on the relationships among producers within a
region makes constructing an accurate regional
input-output model very difficult. Since the ap-
propriate coefficients are unknown, an analyst
must estimate them. One way to do this is to
assume that regional input-output coefficients
are the same as the available, but dated, na-
tional coefficients. This method is not used,
however, because regional production processes
are seldom identical to national production pro-
cesses and, even if they were, firms within the
region are more dependent on inputs from out-
side the region than national input-output coeffi-
cients would indicate. Another method is to
conduct a comprehensive survey of the region’s
firms; this, however, is rarely undertaken
because of its high cost.

In most cases, regional input-output coefficients
are estimated using methods that alter existing
U.S. input-output models to better reflect regional
transactions.’” This alteration is accomplished by
surveying key regional sectors or by using recently
published regional data. These methods are im-
perfect, however, and the lack of accurate infor-
mation remains a major obstacle in calculating
regional multipliers.20 The consumer of such
multipliers is thus justified in wondering whether
the value of a multiplier is accurate.

‘“See Leontief (1990).
“For a description of five such models, see Brucker, et ab

(1987).
“°Fora critical review of nonsurvey and partial survey

methods, see Miller and Blair (1985), pp. 266-316. Hew-

Calculating the Change in Final
Demand

Multipliers are used to estimate the total ef-
fect on a region’s economy of an initial change
in final demand; however, estimating the initial
change is not a simple exercise. Changes in final
demand have financial consequences. Ignoring
this fact can result in estimates of final demand
changes larger than are actually warranted.

To continue with our earlier example, assume
that the reduction in defense expenditures for
aircraft produced in St. Louis is associated with
a reduction in federal income taxes. As a result,
St. Louis taxpayers will pay less in taxes and
spend more on goods and services, including
those produced locally, which would offset
some of the negative effects associated with the
decline in aircraft expenditures.

These offsetting effects are likely to be more
pronounced in cases of locally funded projects.
For example, suppose that a city was consider-
ing building a sports stadium and financing it
by raising local taxes. In general, the larger the
burden of these taxes on local residents, the
larger the reduction in demand for local pro-
duction. Thus, an analysis that looks at the de-
mand effects associated with spending on the
stadium alone would overstate the multiplier ef-
fects of the project.

Moreover, determining the initial change in
final demand stemming from a spending change
is not always straightforward. In describing the
use of RIMS II, for exaniple, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce (1986) illustrates the impor-
tance of determining the actual final demand
change in the context of tourist expenditures in
Louisiana. A first step was to estimate the an-
ticipated increase in tourist expenditures, an exer-
cise subject to considerable error because of the
difficulty of predicting the number of additional
tourists as well as the changes in their expen-
diture levels. In the Department of Commerce ex-
ample, for instance, increased expenditures on
retail goods of $280 million were predicted.

Given this figure, it was necessary to deter-
mine how much of this amount reflected final

ings, Israihevich and Martins (1990) have recently
developed a method that might prove an improvement
over past approaches.
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demand for goods and services produced in
Louisiana. The expenditure for retail goods is
unlikely to be only for goods and services pro-
duced in Louisiana because this expenditure
reflects changes for the output of wholesalers,
transporters, manufacturers and retailers. As-
sumptions must be made about the distribution
of changes among these producers and how
much of the output of these producers takes
place in Louisiana. Thus, estimating final de-
mand is subject to substantial error.

Estimating the Regional lmpact of
a New Industry

If a regional input-output model is available
and the magnitude of the initial change in final
demand is known, estimating the regional im-
pact of a change in the final demand of an ex-
isting sector is straightforward. It is more dif-
ficult, however, to estimate the regional impact
of a firm in an entirely new sector. Since the
existing interindustry flows do not indicate such
a firm’s relationships with other sectors, the ex-
isting table cannot be applied directly; additional
information is needed. Detailed information is
required on the new firm’s sales to, and pur-
chases from, other regional producing sectors
and other suppliers of inputs.

Additional information also may be needed if
a new firm produces goods or services that are
substitutes for those previously produced out-
side the region. Suppose, for example, that a
new firm produces an input that many regional
firms previously purchased from other regions.
The enhanced availability of the input from the
new source will cause some firms to purchase
more of it from within the region. The change
could alter purchases from firms outside of the
region and input coefficients to an extent that
more survey information or new estimates of
interindustry linkages would be required. A
related situation would be the closing of a firm
that is the sole producer of a product. If the
firm sells much of its output to other regional
sectors, the firm’s elimination would force them
to import the good, altering their external and
interindustry linkages.

CONCLUSION

Economic multipliers are often used to estimate
the total regional effect associated with an initial
change in a regional economy, after accounting
for all the relationships among the economy’s

sectors. Multipliers used in regional impact stu-
dies are usually based on single-region input-
output models, which mathematically describe
the industrial structure and linkages of the eco-
nomy at one point in time. Numerous theoretical
and measurement problems, however, suggest
that estimates based on these multipliers should
be viewed with caution.

The accuracy of multipliers depends on how
accurately the model describes the current re-
gional economy. If the structure of the economy
has changed since the model was developed or
if the new development itself will substantially
alter the regional economy’s structure, multi-
pliers will tend to be inaccurate. In such cases,
their accuracy can be improved by using addi-
tional information,

In addition, identifying the precise magnitude
of an initial change in final demand is not always
straightforward. The financing of a particular
expenditure can offset an increase or decrease
in demand for locally produced goods and ser-
vices. Further complications can arise in deter-
mining how much of a change in expenditures
is a change in final demand.

Despite their limitations, economic multipliers
based on input-output models are popular and
will continue to be used in economic impact
studies. Meaningful analysis using multipliers is
not clear-cut and mechanistic, but rather re-
quires the exercise of careful judgment by an
experienced and knowledgeable analyst. Such
analysis allows for a degree of subjectivity and
therefore, possible bias to enter the analysis,
however. The consumer should be aware that
estimates based on regional multipliers may be
subject to considerable error.
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the dollar value of steel produced in the region
that is sold to regional auto manufacturers and
the dollar value of automobiles produced in the
region sold to the region’s steel industry. An in-
dustry’s demand for inputs from other industries
is related closely to its own output. For exam-
ple, steel sales are related to automobile
production -

In contrast, no explicit assumption is made
regarding the relationship between the value of
sales to buyers outside the industrial sectors
(such as households, government and buyers in
other regions) and the quantity they produce.
Thus, the sales of a specific industry are made
to other producers within the region, which are
called interindustry sales, and to external units,
which is termed final demand. Assuming the
economy consists of n sectors, the total output
of sector i, x1, can be written as:
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The interindustry flows of goods are sum-
marized in table 1A. The entries in each row
are the sales of a sector, such as sector 1, to
itself (z,,) and to each other sector in the econ-
omy (z,2 - . - z,~).These interindustry flows can
also be considered from the perspective of any
sector’s purchases: each column in table 1A ex-
presses one sector’s purchases of the products
of the various producing sectors in the region.
For example, the first column in table tA indi-
cates sector Vs purchases from itself (z11) and
from each of the other sectors (z2, - . -

The transactions in table 1A are a subset of a
complete set of income and product accounts
for an economy. To illustrate a “complete” set,
table ZA is a flow table for an economy with
two industries. The z’s are simply the interin-
dustry sales between the two sectors. Final de-
mand for the two sectors (Y, and Y,) consists of
three “domestic” components and one “foreign”
component. In the regional context, domestic
and foreign refer to within and outside of the

Regional economy. The domestic demand com-
ponents are: C, consumer (household) purchases;
I, purchases for private investment purchases;
and G, purchases by government within the
region, The foreign demand component is export
sales (E) that include sales of finished goods to
all consumers, investors and governments out-
side of the region as well as sales of in-
termediate goods to producers in other regions.
Thus, final demand for industry l’s output can
be expressed as Y1 = C, + I, + G, + E1 and for
industry 2’s output as = C2 + I, + + E2.
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where the z terms represent the interindustry
sales by sector i to each of the n sectors (in-
cluding itself) and yj is the final demand for sec-
tor i’s output. There will be an equation similar
to (1) for each sector of the regional economy.

I

Table 1A
Input-Output Table of Interindustry
Flows

I
I
IPurchasing sector -

Selling
sector 1 2 - - - I - - - n

1 z,. - 2~ 2,

2 z,. Z,, - 2?

Z. 2, 2 2

n 2.. 2.- Z. - 2.

I
I

A sector’s purchases of inputs, however, are
not restricted to purchases from itself and other
sectors. For example, labor is an input that must
be purchased. A purchase of labor is an exam-
ple of what is termed value-added. In addition,
a sector may purchase raw materials and other
material inputs from other regions.

Income and Product Accounts

I
I
I
I
I

The payments sector of table 2A identifies
three categories of payments, two of which may
be termed “value-added” payments. These pay-
ments equal the value of the sector’s output

I
I

Table 2A
Expanded Flow Table for a Two-Sector Economy

Processing Total
sectors Final demand output

1 2

Processing 1 Z.. 2.. ~. I. a E. X.
seclors 2 2 - 2- ~. G7 E,

L. L2 L.. L, L, L1 L

Payments sechor N, N N N. N~ N
1

N
M. M M MMCMF

Total X C I 0 E X
outlays ~
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minus the value of the inputs it purchases from
other sectors. Value-added payments by the two
processing sectors consist of payments for labor
services (L, and L2) and for all other value-added
items, such as tax payments for government
services, interest payments for capital services
and rental payments for land services (N, and
N2). The final component of the payments sector
is for purchases of imported inputs (M, and M,).
Regional imports include all purchases from
beyond the region’s borders.

The entries in the intersection of the value-
added rows and the final demand columns of
table 2A represent payments by final consumers
for labor and other services. For example, Lc in-
cludes household payments for domestic help,
LG represents payments to government workers
and Nc includes interest payments by house-
holds. Lastly, the entries in the intersection of
the imports row and final demand columns
represent purchases of imported items by
households (Mc), private businesses (M1) and
government (MG). ME represents imported items
that are re-exported.

Summing the entries in the total output column
yields the total gross output (X) of the economy

(2) X = X, + X2 + L + N + M.

Total gross output may also be found by sum-
ming across the total outlays row. Thus,

(3) X = X, + X2 + C + I + G +

Equating the two expressions for X, subtracting
X, and X, from both sides and rearranging
terms leaves

(4) L + N = C + I + G + (E—M).

The left-hand side, total factor payments, is gross
regional income, while the right-hand side, the
total spent on consumption and investment
goods, total government purchases and net ex-
ports, is gross regional product. Thus, the equa-
tion simply expresses the equality of regional in-
come and output.

2A secto(s output, say j, can also be expressed as the sum
of each sector’s purchases from other regional sectors and
payments for value-added components and imported
inputs:

X1 = a~X~+a2~X1... a~Xi-i-... + a~iX~.i.

where Wt is the sum of L~,N~and M1. The element, ~

An Input-Output Model

The preceding income and product accounts
can be transformed into an input-output model
rather easily. Given the flow of inputs from sec-
tor i to sector j (zn) and the total output of j (X1),
the ratio of the value of the input to the output
(that is, z~/X1) is known as an input coefficient
or an input-output coefficient and is denoted by
ajj. Input coefficients can be calculated for each
interindustry flow and are viewed as measuring
a fixed relationship between each of a regional
sector’s inputs and its total output. For example,
if one-quarter of sector 2’s output was purchased
from sector 1, then a,, = 025. This relationship
is calculated from the flows of inputs and out-
put for a given period, often one year.

The fixed nature of the relationship implies
that the ratio of the value of each input to each
output remains unchanged irrespective of the
level of output, reflecting an assumption of con-
stant returns to scale in production. This means
that an identical percentage change in all inputs
will cause an identical change in output. For in-
stance, doubling all inputs will cause a doubling
of output.

The fixed input coefficients allow the total
output of sector i, X~,to be written as:

(5)X1=a~X,+a~,X,+ ...+a11X~+...+
a1~X,,+ Y1.

The input coefficients in the preceding equation
state how much of sector i’s output is needed
per dollar of output in each of the other sectors.
Multiplying the input coefficients by the output
of these sectors provides the dollar value of sec-
tor i’s output that is directed to these sectors.
As before, Y1 states how much of regional sec-
tor i’s output is used to satisfy final demand.’

For each sector of the economy, there will be
an equation similar to (5). These equations can
be solved to yield an answer to the following
question: if the final demands for each of the n
sectors were known, how much output from
each of the sectors would be necessary to supply
them? Thus, values for the gross output of each

does not necessarily represent sector’s j’s total purchases
of input n, but only that portion purchased within the
region. Production in j may also require importing inputs
from other regions or nations, which are included in the
payments sector.
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sector can be determined given the input coeffi-
cients and the final demands.

Open and Closed Models

The described input-output model depends on
the existence of a sector distinct from the inter-
related processing sectors. These final demands
consist of consumption purchases by households,
sales to government and gross private invest-
ment within the region as well as sales to the
rest of the world. The separation of households
from the processing sectors is arbitrary; house-
holds as consumers and workers are enmeshed
with the industrial sectors. Households earn in-
comes by providing their labor services and, as
consumers, spend their income in a predictable
fashion. Although households tend to purchase
goods for final consumption, the amount of their
purchases is related directly to their income,
which depends on the outputs of the sectors.

In some input-output models, the household
sector is shifted from final demand to the inter-
related processing sectors. Such a model is
known as a closed model with respect to house-

holds, while an open model keeps the household
sector as part of final demand. In the context of
income and product accounts, household con-
sumption (C, and C, in table 2A) is shifted to
the processing sectors in a closed model.

A closed model requires a separate row and
column in table IA for the household sector.
The row would show how the “output” of the
household sector, its labor services, is used as
an input by the various sectors and the column
would show how the household sector’s con-
sumption purchases are distributed among the
sectors.

Household input coefficients are calculated as
other input coefficients are. The household sec-
tor’s row entries are the value of labor services
sold to each sector for a given period divided
by the value of the sector’s total output for the
same period. l’he elements of the household
purchases column are the value of household
purchases from each sector for a given period
divided by the total output of the household
sector.
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